The Ultimate in Mobile Inventory, Store & Warehouse Management for Counterpoint SQL
Powerful. Simple. Portable. Guaranteed.

Manage Inventory from Anywhere – on or offline
2B-Inventory is designed for retailers and warehouses of all sizes who want the flexibility of using a rugged handheld mobile device with barcode scanner to manage inventory and store operations. Manage store and inventory
information from one easy to use mobile application.
When connected to a wireless network, 2B-Inventory can send scanned data to CounterPoint anytime. A wireless
connection is not required as 2B-Inventory works automatically in batch mode if there is no network or if the
connection is lost.

SAVE TIME,






improve ACCURACY

2B-Inventory provides anytime, anywhere access to inventory and
customer details so you can be productive no matter where you are.
Auto Save – All items and quantities entered are automatically saved
as soon as they are scanned. No need to hit a Return or Save button!
Lookup item pricing and quantities on hand for your customers without
going back to the register.
Scan inventory at all store locations and warehouses.
Full Keyboard navigation with device direction pads.
MANAGE TO





win

Easy to use interface allows one click export to CP within each module.
Scanned data is exported directly to CounterPoint ready to post.
With 2B-Inventory you can improve the speed and accuracy of many
everyday tasks as well as provide greater customer service.
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MODULES
 Item Lookup
 Receiving/Transfer In
 Physical Count
 Transfers
 Mobile Tickets/Orders
 Purchase Orders/Requests
 Inventory Adjustments
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 Quick and easy access to item information – even check quantities at other locations!
 Real-time lookup mode allows wireless lookups directly from the POS database.
 Lookup items by scanning barcode or use various search options to view item details such
as current stock quantity, price, margin, SKU, description, department, category, bin
 Save time, improve the accuracy and ease the burden of a physical inventory count.
 Quick one button transfer scanned information from 2B-Inventory to CounterPoint makes
it easy to calculate differences in recorded and actual inventory.
 Audit features include backup of scans to file showing time stamp of scan and
location/bin.
 Create new tickets for line busting or while on the go.
 One click “send to CounterPoint” feature with the customer and ticket info.
 All price rules & customer discount rules set up in CP will apply.
 The ticket can easily be recalled from the point of sale to complete the transaction.
 Scan items and enter quantities received (including serialized items) increases efficiency.
 Reconcile against a PO or receive against a vendor.
 Reconcile screen has color coded display to indicate scanned vs. expected quantity on PO.
 Option to leave non received items and quantities on backorder or to cancel the PO.







Choose a vendor and create a new purchase request or
Scan & create new purchase request(s) based on the items primary vendor.
Notification of any vendor minimum and multiple rules.
Purchasing at or away from the store made easy!
Simplify the task of issuing transfers. Choose between Transfer Out or Quick Transfers.
Select the From and To locations for traditional transfers between stores or create
transfer out requests to the warehouse

 Quickly adjust inventory up or down using your CP Reason code.

What else make 2B-Inventory UNIQUE?








Mobile application with local database allows you to work
in live wireless OR batch mode. No continuous wireless
connection required.
Take inventory and customer information anywhere!
Tickets & Orders follow price rules and specials.
Print labels and receipts.
Support for gridded items.
Serialized capability in Physical Count & Receiving
Check stock from other store locations!
GET
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WATCH THE ONLINE DEMONSTRATION
TECHNOLOGY
▪
▪
▪
▪

Unitech PA600

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5gh4o3hKH9c

Opticon H22

.NET Compact Framework
SQL Mobile Database Technology
XML
Windows Mobile 6.5, 6.1, 5 or 2003, CE 5.0

CERTIFIED HARDWARE
▪
▪
▪
▪

Honeywell
Opticon
Unitech
Janam

▪
▪
▪
▪

Intermec
Datalogic
Motorola
Socket

▪
▪
▪

Bixolon mobile printers
Zebra mobile printers
O’Neil printer
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